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This lesson is to learn the kids about the four seasons and includes an art activity at the end of this lesson plan.After this lesson
,students will be able to:- Identify the names of each of the four seasons,clothes,colors,weather, animals , fruits.

-collection of seasonal objects.-Bring real objects from home.-Bring seasons colors.-Bring seasons fruits.-Telling a story about one
season.

-To improve the idea of &nbsp;the difference between &nbsp;the four seasons i will ask them to apply one activity as a &nbsp;group
work to bring from home fruits related of one of the season. &nbsp;and make a fruits &nbsp;salad in the class the next day.

At the end The kids will be able to name the four seasons,the clothes,colors ,fruits,vegetables,weather.

Category and Score

Score

I can name the 4
Seasons.
I can tell you how the
weather changes
outside.
I can each tell you what
to wear during season.
I can name animals that
I might see during each
season

Total Score

At the end of this lesson the kids are able now to identify all the differences between the four seasons :
fruits,vegetables,clothes,colors,weather, they have learned a lots of songs & poems ,listened to a funny story,made yummy fruits
& vegetables, created wonderful arts,played games, I can asked them now maybe to prepare together to a theater play about
the four seasons & everyone will take a role model of a season that will improve the self- confidence of the kids .

Teaching is a work of art ,teach by love ,learn by play, after 15 years experience with kids I can't find myself in other major than
teaching .Teaching schoolchildren happiness,empathy,altruism and compassion,has proven beneficial results for classroom learning
as a whole.A teacher takes a hand,opens a mind,touches a heart.Learn by playing.
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Love your kids.

